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A LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT

Trying to summarize a year’s worth of activities is no easy task. But we

thought it was important to capture in one document the many ways 

SDA provides value for our members each and every day.

So with that in mind, we hope you will find this initial Report to the

Membership to be a valuable resource for you and your company. SDA has

always been focused on results rather than rhetoric, substance rather than

symbolism. We believe this Report documents in clear terms the successes

resulting from hard work, dedication, collaboration, and vision. All of this

comes from the sweat equity of our member companies, who truly realize

the value of active participation in SDA, and an experienced staff who is

truly committed to the Purpose, Vision and Mission of the Association.

Thank you for your continued membership in SDA. We lead, with you in

mind and the future in sight.

Ernie Rosenberg

President and CEO

A·CHIEVE·MENT
n.
1. The act of accomplishing or finishing.

2. Something accomplished successfully, especially 
by means of exertion, skill, practice, or perseverance.

The American Heritage® Dictionary of the English Language, Fourth Edition
Copyright © 2000 by Houghton Mifflin Company

Throughout 2004, SDA met this definition across its many disciplines for

the benefit of its membership at-large: cleaning product formulators and

ingredient suppliers, soap makers and oleochemical producers, packaging

suppliers and fragrance producers; companies large and small, public and

private, regional, national and global. What follows are examples of

achievement for the members of SDA.
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MORE COMPANIES RECOGNIZING 
THE VALUE OF SDA MEMBERSHIP

New members joining SDA ranks in 2004 include:

• Gereke Chemicals, Inc.

• Innophos Inc.

• International Specialty Products (ISP) 

• Kao Specialties Americas LLC

• LANXESS Corporation 

• MonoSol LLC 

• OCI Chemical Corporation

• Warwick International Group Ltd.
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SUCCESSFUL, SCIENCE-BASED ADVOCACY

TENS OF MILLIONS SAVED FOR THE BAR SOAP AND
OLEOCHEMICAL INDUSTRIES
One of SDA’s more significant challenges — and victories — was convincing the

U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) not to restrict the use of tallow

derivatives — processed under specific, but commonly used conditions — in food,

cosmetics and dietary supplements.

FDA announced its intention to regulate the use of tallow in these product

categories as part of its rulemaking to reduce the potential exposure to agents

causing bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE). In response, SDA presented

comprehensive scientific data to the agency related to the tallow processing

conditions that its members use to reduce the potential exposure to agents

causing BSE. These conditions have been concluded to be effective in deactivating

prions, the infectious agent.

A scientifically unfounded mandate to remove so-called “specified risk materials”

from tallow used directly or as an intermediate in cosmetic products could have

had a devastating economic impact on U.S. bar soap and oleochemical

manufacturers, leading to potential supply shortages, plant closings, increased

foreign sourcing and unplanned product reformulations.

PROTECTING THE I&I MARKETPLACE FOR
CLEANERS, DISINFECTANTS AND SANITIZERS 
SDA played a pivotal role in convincing Massachusetts lawmakers not to enact

legislation that tied cleaning products to asthma and would have required that

state purchases be made from a so-called “Healthy Cleaning Products List.”

Enactment of such a bill could effectively ban the institutional use of cleaning

products deemed to be “harmful.” SDA testified twice against the bill and shared

with lawmakers our educational materials describing how cleaning products are

effective in reducing the triggers that cause allergy and asthma suffering.

OUR MISSION

TO EFFECTIVELY REPRESENT THE
INDUSTRY IN A RESPONSIBLE,

PROGRESSIVE AND SCIENCE-
BASED MANNER.

TO BE THE PREFERRED SOURCE
OF USEFUL AND CREDIBLE

INFORMATION RELATED 
TO CLEANING PRODUCTS 

AND PRACTICES.
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Government Affairs Committee
Tackles The Issues: Members of SDA’s
Government Affairs Committee provide
direction and guidance on
development and advocacy of SDA
legislative and regulatory policies.
Pictured here are committee members
Judith Smeltzer, FMC Corporation, and
Lloyd Moon, Crompton Corporation.

Oleochemical Committee At Work:
SDA’s Oleochemical Committee addresses
issues affecting SDA’s oleochemical
producer members, including policies
related to BSE, biodiesel tax credits, and
tallow supply. Pictured here are
committee members Ken Thode,Twin
Rivers Technologies, and Rebecca Belmer,
Henkel – The Dial Corporation.



PHOSPHATE RESTRICTIONS
TURNED BACK
SDA continued to successfully oppose

state-level attempts to ban the sale of

automatic dishwashing detergents

containing phosphates, through direct

legislative testimony and in-state coalition

building. SDA’s technical and scientific

expertise was pivotal. Activists are already

planning to reintroduce bans in 2005,

making our state-by-state efforts more

crucial than ever.

LIMITING THE ADVERSE
IMPACTS OF BIODIESEL
TAX CREDITS
SDA is working with Members of Congress

to amend a newly enacted corporate tax

bill that includes government subsidies for

biodiesel. The biodiesel tax credits could

lower the market value of glycerine by

creating an enormous new supply and

raising the market value of tallow.

SPEAKING OUT AGAINST
UNFAIR ATTACKS ON
FRAGRANCE INGREDIENTS
SDA worked with its fragrance supplier

members to respond forcefully to media

coverage of a study that alleged harmful

environmental effects from fragrances —

specifically musks — contained in

consumer products.

SUCCESSFULLY OPPOSING
EFFORTS TO SCARE THE
PUBLIC ABOUT CONSUMER
CHEMICAL PRODUCTS
Along with coalition partners, SDA held off

passage of inappropriate and potentially

costly biomonitoring legislation in

California that could have led to public

rejection of many ingredients in consumer

products. Activists often attack chemicals

and products they disfavor by showing

their presence in blood or fat tissue. Once

demonstrated, the presence of the

chemicals is used to bolster arguments for

new restrictions — and to drive 

de-selection in the marketplace — without

showing that the chemicals are harmful at

the levels measured.

PROMOTING RISK-BASED
LABELING 
SDA expanded its leading role in the

development of a system (the “GHS”) that

would harmonize safety information

labeling for cleaning products globally.

SDA’s expertise led to our being called

upon to work with associations and

companies in other countries that will set

critical precedents for this system. With the

right precedents, our goal is to limit the

need for warning labels to cases where

there really is a risk of harm.

SDA successfully worked to replace a wide

range of questionable precautionary

statements with a core set of statements

that are more actionable for consumers.

SDA also joined a number of governments

in successfully challenging a proposal to

mandate the use of a specific text on labels.
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SDA AT THE TABLE ON EPA
“POSITIVE INGREDIENT”
DATABASE DISCUSSIONS 
SDA and its member companies shared

their concerns about the creation of a

“positive” ingredient list for industrial and

institutional (I&I) cleaning products with a

contractor retained by the U.S.

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to

develop such a list. SDA is now sitting on

three of the project’s standing committees

and will work to assure that any

subsequent actions resulting from the

project will be scientifically sound and not

result in unwarranted product bans or

ingredient de-selection.

I&I: PROVIDING USEFUL
GUIDANCE ON “GREEN
CLEANING” PROCUREMENT
GUIDELINES

SDA provided specific

comments to EPA on

proposed guidelines for U.S.

government purchases of

“green” cleaning products,

urging the agency to

consider attributes such as

cost, benefit, and efficacy.

PARTNERING WITH OTHER
KEY INDUSTRY GROUPS
For the first time, SDA partnered in 2004

with the American Oil Chemists’ Society

(AOCS) at its annual meeting in

Cincinnati, Ohio, allowing SDA members

to take part in cutting-edge scientific and

educational sessions.We plan on partnering

again with AOCS at their May 2005

Annual Meeting in Salt Lake City, Utah.

SDA annually supports, sponsors and

attends a wide variety of industry and

academic conferences, to build strong

strategic alliances, gain additional

technical knowledge, and showcase SDA

scientific and educational materials:

• Along with the Canadian Consumer

Specialty Products Association, SDA 

co-sponsored two networking events

at the New Horizons conference in

October.

• SDA hosted a networking reception

at an enzyme symposium sponsored

by the American Conference of

Governmental Industrial Hygienists.

• SDA maintained a strong presence at

the annual meeting of the Society of

Environmental Toxicology and

Chemistry and placed an

advertisement congratulating the

group on the debut of its new journal.

Capitalizing on SDA’s strong, collaborative

working relationship with our Canadian

counterparts, SDA will meet jointly with

CCSPA in Toronto, Canada during our

2005 Fall Meeting.

Elsewhere on the international front, SDA

is an active cosponsor of the 2005 World

Oleochemical Conference and is very

involved in the planning for the 2006 World

Conference on Detergents.

Active Participation Enhances Membership Value
— Steven Christenson, Ecolab Inc., Elizabeth Dail,
Henkel – The Dial Corporation, and Kathleen
Stanton, SDA, take part in SDA Government
Affairs Committee discussions.

Throughout the year, SDA keeps its members updated on a
variety of legislative and technical activities on its members’
behalf. Here Jack Linard (left) and 2005 SDA Board Chair Alan
Jope, Unilever, listen to presentations at SDA’s Annual
Issues Briefing.

Conferring at the Mid-Year
Meeting: Meeting alongside
AOCS' Annual Meeting gave
SDA staff an opportunity to
meet with a number of its
member companies: SDA
President & CEO Ernie
Rosenberg (at right) met with
Kevin Beairsto, Marketing
Manager, Fabric & Home Care,
Alco Chemical.

Highlights from SDA’s 79 years
of existence were featured as
part of a "History of Soap and
Detergents" exhibit during the
2004 Annual Meeting of AOCS.
Pictured in front of the SDA
display are (from left) Michael
Hill, Senior Scientist, Unilever;
Luis Spitz, Exhibit Curator; and
Ed Rider, Corporate Archivist,
Procter & Gamble.
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LEADERSHIP IN RESEARCH, TECHNICAL,
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

HPV CHEMICALS — OPPOSING UNNECESSARY TESTING
COSTS, LEADING THE WAY ON RESEARCH
SDA worked with allies to successfully oppose California legislation that

would have created a costly and unnecessary expansion of the federal and

international High Production Volume Chemical (HPVC) programs.

On the research front, SDA remains one of the leading managers of

chemical consortia fulfilling the demands of the global and U.S. programs

compiling base human and environmental toxicity data on HPV chemicals.

A panel of internationally recognized scientists gave its support and praise

to an SDA compilation of exposure factors and methodologies that will be

used in generating HPV chemical risk assessments. The external peer review

panel, which included experts from Japan, Europe, and North America, met

in Washington and made suggestions on ways to further improve the risk

characterization approaches and principles identified by SDA.

Meantime, the SDA Aliphatic Alcohols Consortium moved closer to

submitting key hazard data for publicly available databases, after a three-

day meeting in April hosted by SDA. The Consortium is engaged with the

United Kingdom as the sponsor country to present their data to a

cooperative international program for HPV chemicals.

Elsewhere, members of SDA’s Amine Oxides Consortium presented research

showing that the widely used surfactant in cleaning and personal care

products is highly water-soluble, non-volatile and readily biodegradable

under aerobic and anaerobic conditions. The group’s research was outlined

at CESIO — The 6th World Surfactants Congress, held in June 2004 in 

Berlin, Germany.

OUR VISION

TO BE THE MOST 
EFFECTIVE TRADE 

ASSOCIATION OF ITS
TYPE IN THE WORLD.



SDA SUPPORTING
ANTIMICROBIAL
RESEARCH, SHARING
EXPERTISE 
An independent study published in

October’s Journal of Applied Microbiology

reports finding “negative correlations”

between biocide usage and antibiotic

resistance. The study was funded by SDA

and The Cosmetic, Toiletry, and Fragrance

Association (CTFA).

For the second straight year, SDA 

co-sponsored a daylong session for the

world’s leading microbiologists on the most

up-to-date methodology to evaluate

topical antimicrobial products. SDA and

CTFA convened the session, during the

Annual Meeting of the American Society for

Microbiology (ASM), in New Orleans.

The Associations also sponsored two

separate ASM sessions on the topic of

biocide resistance.

And SDA unveiled a new

web-based information

page on antibacterial

cleaning products,

www.cleaning101.com/

antibacterial, to provide

updated news, information,

and research on

antibacterial ingredients

in personal hygiene and

cleaning products.

HONORING SURFACTANT,
GLYCERINE INNOVATIONS
SDA continued its leadership in promoting

innovative surfactant and glycerine research

through presentation of its awards at the

AOCS Annual Meeting in Cincinnati, Ohio.

Researchers from the University of

Oklahoma who studied new ways to

effectively remove tough stains on fabrics

were the recipients of the 2004 SDA Award,

which honors the best technical paper

published in the Journal of Surfactants and

Detergents, a publication of AOCS Press. The

award is sponsored by SDA and the

Surfactants & Detergents Division of AOCS.

Two Japanese researchers who developed

an environmentally friendly anti-freeze

agent from a glycerine derivative received

SDA’s 2004 Glycerine Innovation Award. The

scientists, who are employed by Tokyo-

based NOF Corporation, received a $3,000

honoraria and a commemorative plaque.

SHARING
KNOWLEDGE 
ON ALLERGEN
SAFETY
ASSESSMENTS 
During the AOCS Annual

Meeting, SDA co-chaired

a technical session on

“Management of

Respiratory and Skin

Allergy in Industrial Settings” that featured

presentations on safety assessments of industrial

chemicals as contact skin allergens, and the clinical

aspects of occupational contact allergy, and

occupational allergy and asthma to detergent

enzymes. Francis Kruszewski (pictured), Ph.D.,

D.A.B.T., SDA Director, Human Health & Safety,

served as a convener at the session in Cincinnati.
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From left: Javed Ahmed, Executive Vice

President, North America and Australia, and

Regional Director, North American Household,

Reckitt Benckiser Inc.; and Seamus McBride,

President, Colgate-Palmolive Company – U.S.

Mark Leonard (left), Vice President, Care

Chemicals, Cognis Corporation; and Dimitri

Panayotopoulos, Group President, Global Fabric

Care, The Procter & Gamble Company.

Neal Briggi (left), Vice President, Sales and

Marketing, North America, Novozymes; and

Herman Mihalich, Vice President, Fabric/Home

Care, Rhodia Inc.

Conversing at the November 2004 SDA Board

meeting are (from left): Charles Putnik,

President, Sasol North America, Inc.; F. Quinn

Stepan, Jr., President & COO, Stepan Company;

George Calvert, Vice President, Research and

Development, Quality Assurance Division,

Access Business Group; and Catherine

Ehrenberger, Head of Business Line,

Home & Personal Care, Ciba Specialty 

Chemicals Corporation.

James Jackson (left), President, DeSoto LLC, and

Gregory Clark, Senior Vice President, Global

Supply Chain, JohnsonDiversey.

From left: SDA President/CEO Ernie Rosenberg and
SDA Award recipients Edgar Acosta, Jeffrey H. Harwell
and David A. Sabatini of the University of Oklahoma.

EXECUTIVE LEADERSHIP, INDUSTRY INTERACTION
SDA BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
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PUBLIC EDUCATION, OUTREACH ENHANCE 
THE INDUSTRY’S REPUTATION 

PARADE HIGHLIGHTS SDA, CDC PARTNERSHIP
Parade magazine — with a circulation of 36 million and a readership of nearly 80 million —

profiled SDA’s partnership with the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) in its

December 5, 2004 issue.

Featured in the magazine’s “Intelligence Report” column, the piece used

information from an SDA news release that highlighted SDA survey data on

students who take personal hygiene products to school. The article reported that

“the CDC and The Soap and Detergent Association have teamed up to create a new

hygiene education program for the nation’s middle schools. Titled SNAP (School

Network for Absenteeism Prevention), it offers hand washing facts and ways to

keep classrooms clean.”The piece also lists SNAP’s website, www.itsasnap.org, as a

source for more information on the program.

The SNAP website — which includes a link to SDA — is regularly featured as a web

resource on several pages of CDC’s website.

SHOWCASING THE BENEFITS OF SURFACE
CLEANING, DISINFECTING
Less than half of Americans clean up before eating lunch at their desks, a stark

reminder that common sense hygiene habits are often lacking in the workplace,

according to an SDA Cleaning Survey. A nationally distributed news release

featured SDA’s advice encouraging regular use of hygiene products to help stay

healthy during cold and flu season, including disinfecting wipes, disinfectant sprays,

antibacterial wipes, hand sanitizers, and soap and water.

SDA’s media outreach succeeded in garnering coverage in more than 80 news

stories nationwide.

OUR STATEMENT OF PURPOSE 

ENHANCING HEALTH 
AND THE QUALITY 
OF LIFE THROUGH

CLEANING PRODUCTS
AND PRACTICES.
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SDA “ENTERTAINS” NEW
ALLIANCES IN PROMOTING
HYGIENE MESSAGES 
SDA was the lone representative of the

cleaning products industry to attend an

entertainment industry forum in Hollywood

aimed at incorporating infection control

messages into children’s programming.

Nancy Bock, SDA Vice President of

Education, met with several members of

the creative community in Hollywood and

shared copies of SDA’s educational

materials on the benefits of cleaning.

SDA JOINS WITH CPSC ON
POISON PREVENTION WEEK
SDA shared its messages on the proper and

safe usage of cleaning products during an

annual news conference at the U.S.

Consumer Product Safety Commission

(CPSC) to kick off National Poison

Prevention Week, March 21–27, 2004.

SDA distributed a news release that

featured straightforward advice for parents

and caregivers on properly using cleaning

products when there are young children in

the house: Use Safely — Store Safely —

Dispose Safely.

At the CPSC event, CNN interviewed SDA’s

Nancy Bock who discussed how cleaning

products are used safely by millions of

Americans every day. SDA is a longtime

active member of the Poison Prevention

Week Council.

“CLEAN HANDS WEEK,”
HYGIENE EDUCATION
EVENTS GAIN NATIONAL
RECOGNITION
Nearly 90 television stations across the

United States reported on the unveiling 

of SDA’s Clean Hand Report CardSM, which

examined Americans’ hand hygiene 

habits and encouraged use of personal

hygiene products.

SDA’s survey was featured in newscasts in

top markets such as New York, Los Angeles,

Chicago, Boston, Phoenix, Tampa, and

Houston. CNN also produced a piece that

aired on several of its affiliates. Newspapers

in Philadelphia, Denver, Detroit, and

Charlotte also provided coverage.

SDA used this new information and existing

educational materials at a Washington, D.C.

news conference during National Clean

Hands Week to honor an inner-city

vocational high school for its curriculum

incorporating hygiene education.

A multi-disciplinary team of advocates

called the Clean Hands Coalition, which

includes SDA and CDC, developed Clean

Hands Week as a way to bring a national

focus to the health benefits of good 

hand hygiene.

SDA also met with health officials from

around the metro D.C. area at a

“Handwashing for Life” event we

cosponsored, where local restaurant

workers competed in events testing their

hygiene know-how.

TEACHING CLEAN:
EDUCATORS HONORED
FOR LINKING HYGIENE
AND HEALTH
Programs teaching childcare providers

about indoor air quality and improving

consumers’ food safety and hygiene

practices were the recipients of the 2004

Soap and Detergent Association (SDA)

“Clean Homes … Healthy Families” Award

of Excellence.

The honors were presented at the annual

conference of the National Extension

Association of Family & Consumer Sciences

held in Nashville. The Award goes to

educators who employ SDA’s educational

materials and promote the connection

between cleanliness and health.

Celebrating Good Hygiene: Attending the
annual recognition program for the SDA/CDC
"Healthy Schools, Healthy People: It's a SNAP"
program are (from left): Dennis Greising, SDA Vice
President, Government Affairs; Eileen Moyer,
Director of Regulatory Relations, Reckitt
Benckiser Inc.; and Thomas Moore, Vice Chairman,
U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission.

04/05
SDA, FDA interaction: SDA’s Nancy Bock and Food and Drug
Administration official Lawrence Edwards take part in a "Handwashing
for Life" event in Washington, D.C. cosponsored by SDA.



SDA – PRINCIPLES FOR
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
The members of The Soap and Detergent

Association are committed to the enhancement of

human health and quality of life through the

responsible formulation, production and sale of

cleaning products and ingredients.

The members of The Soap and Detergent

Association will strive to meet the following

commitments to advance human health and

environmental quality, social well-being, and

economic growth. The Association will support its

members in meeting these commitments.

Human Health / Environmental Sustainability 

• To only market products that have been shown

to be safe for humans and the environment,

through careful consideration of the potential

health and environmental effects, exposures and

releases that will be associated with their

production, transportation, use and disposal.

• To promote transparent communication of safety

and handling information across the chain of

commerce.

• To support basic research to resolve

uncertainties around human and environmental

safety when they arise.

• To obey the spirit and intent of all national laws

and regulations.

SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY
• To contribute to a better quality of life for our

consumers, business partners, employees and

the communities in which we operate.

• To develop products and ingredients that

effectively deliver claimed benefits.

• To promote the safe use of our products with the

public.

• To support society’s efforts to enhance public

health and well-being through improved

hygiene and sanitation.

• To maintain a high level of product stewardship

throughout the chain of commerce.

• To operate our manufacturing facilities with due

regard to the health and safety of our

employees, the communities in which we

operate and the wider environment.

ECONOMIC SUSTAINABILITY
• To contribute to economic growth, including the

economic success of the industry’s shareholders,

employees and communities.

• To innovate to improve products both in terms

of performance and environmental impact.

Approved by the SDA Board of Directors,

November 18, 2004

The Soap and Detergent Association

1500 K Street NW, Suite 300

Washington, D.C. 20005

Phone: (202) 347-2900

Fax: (202) 347-4110

www.cleaning101.com


